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The Introduction of H9042 System 

 

Introduction 

 

H9042 charge alarm security system is high-tech for digital exhibits such 

as cell phones, cameras, laptops, which combines functions such as against 

burglary, charging phone and MP3. 

 

 

Function 

 

Security function 

1. Offline alarm: that is to alarm when cut off any wire linked the exhibit. 

2. Sensor alarm: that is to alarm when the sensor onto the exhibit is off 

by force. 

Charging function 

1.  Charging function: supply power for the cell phone. 

2.  Management function: it can set charge interval to protect the battery 

life of the cell phone 
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Products assembly： 

1.Controller：Charge security controller H9042 

 
Dimension: 150*59*28.5 (L * W * H, mm)  

Materials: Painted Acrylic 

 

2.Sensor：Charge security sensor，e.g.H5001，C5000+,A9090,A8191 

3.Remote Control：Password-Bluetooth Remote Control, B3001 
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Installation: 

1 fix the controller. Place the controller at the appropriate place, e.g., in showcase. 

2 supply power to the controller. Connect the controller to the mains by power 

adapter. 

3 connect the controller and the sensor. The crystal head of the sensor, through the 

installation hole of the showcase, plugs into the controller. 

The installation of the other end of the charge sensors: 

C5030+/H5031: 

Remove the 3M adhesive cover at the back of the sensor, and paste the sensor onto 

the appropriate place. Remove the 3M adhesive cover at the front of the sensor; 

paste the sensor onto the back of the MP3. After a ‘Di’ sound, the sensor starts work. 

Then the crystal head of the charge cable plugs into the charge sensor, and the other 

head plugs into the charge port of the MP3. 

C5000+/H5001: 

Remove the 3M adhesive cover at the back of the sensor, and paste the sensor onto 

the appropriate place. Remove the 3M adhesive cover at the front of the sensor; 

paste the sensor onto the back of the cell phone. After a ‘Di’ sound, paste the small 

contact onto the front of the cell phone. The sensor starts work. 

Then the crystal head of the charge cable plugs into the charge sensor, and the other 

head plugs into the charge port of the cell phone. 

 

The use of the product 

 Start work: after the installation of the controller, the sensor and the 

merchandise to display. Turn on the controller by pressing the power switch at 

the back of the controller, the system starts to work. 

 Stop alarm: when the controller alarms, press “stop” on the remote control 

B3001, at this time the system is still under work condition. After reconnecting 

the alarmed sensor, the cell phone is under protection again.   

Turn off the controller and stop working: only pressing the power switch at the 

back of the controller can stop the system working. 

 

Attention: 

1 the paste of the 3M adhesive: When remove the 3M adhesive cover and paste the 

holder to the showcase surface, keep 3M adhesive not to be touched by fingers or 

other things. The merchandise surface, which 3M adhesive will be pasted onto, 

should be smooth and clean. 

2 the use times of 3M adhesive: 3M adhesive can be used only once 

3 The dimensions of the installation hole: the showcase should reserve a hole (min 

diameter: 1.2cm) for the sensor, so as the crystal head can get through the hole. 

4 charge: only connected to the mains power, the controller can charge the cell 

phones. 


